Moving Target Detection (MTD) is an automated radar signal and data processing system, which is designed to improve the performance of radar systems in the presence of various forms of clutter. Consequently, it provides high probability of detection (Pd) for an acceptable probability of false alarm (Pia). It employs coherent, linear Doppler filtering, adaptive thresholding and a fine ground clutter map to reject ground clutter, rain clutter, birds, and interference.
The current MTDs relay on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the total received data sequence to estimate the clutter power spectrum and consequently reduce or remove its effect on the detection performance. Direct FFT leads to high sidelobes level and requires a significant large computation time. The high level sidelobes increases the false alarm probability at the output of the Doppler filters bank. A solution for reducing the effect of spectral sidelobes is the utilization of window functions. However, this solution leads to widening the main spectral lobe and reduce the Doppler resolution. Also it increases the hardware complexity of the system.
In the present work, Bartlett method for spectral estimation which depends on dividing the received data sequence into a number, K, of nonoverlapping segments and averaging the calculated FFT for each segment over K, is applied in the MTD instead of the direct FFT for typical ground based radar. The proposed method enhances the target detection capabilities, by providing higher detection probabilities, lower false alarm rates and an additional gain of 7-10 dB in the improvement factor, in the presence of ground and weather clutter, compared to the traditional one. This is because the sidelobe levels obtained are very small in magnitude. This in turns facilitates the realization of the Doppler filters bank without using additional weighting.
The obtained performance can be achieved by applying the direct FFT with weighting function to the total received data sequence, which leads to a more hardware complexity and long time calculations compared to the proposed method. Computer simulation results are presented to support the superiority of the proposed technique.
Introduction
The classical problem in radar signal processing is the detection of target in the presence of unwanted echoes called clutter. The clutter may arise due to the following: -Reflections from fixed or slowly moving objects such as trees, vegetations and man made structures. Storm clouds and precipitations. -Migration flocks of birds.
It has been established that while ground clutter has a very narrow spectrum, at or near zero Doppler, the clutter due to bird returns is more widely spread in frequency with the center frequency being shifted noticeably away from the zero Doppler [1] . Tow techniques are available in filtering out the clutter; the conventional moving target indicator (MTI) and an improved technique called the moving target detection (MTD).
MTD has been proposed as an improved radar signal processor because of the MTI's inability to detect targets in the presence of weather clutters as well as migration bird flocks. MTD achieves this improved performance because of the extensive use of Doppler filtering schemes, adaptive thresholding and fine ground clutter map. It has been shown that MTD meets the requirements of blind speed elimination and good sub-weather visibility while observing good probability of detection (Pd) and probability of false alarm (PO [2, 3] .
Three MTD schemes are presently in use, namely MTD-1, MTD-II, and MTD-III. While MTD-I uses fast Fourier transform (FFT) as a Doppler filters bank, MTD-II, and MTD-Ill employs a seven-point and an eight-point finite impulse response (FIR) filter, respectively, as the Doppler filters bank [4, 5] . In this paper only the MTD-I scheme, generally, we'll call it MTD, is considered because of its widespread usage as well as its simplicity [6] .
The heart of the MTD radar digital signal processor is a bank of Doppler filters designed using FFT algorithm of length ideally equal to the number of the returned pulses during each illumination time. For high pulse repetition frequency (HPRF) radar, this number is high, leading to a long time calculations and great complexity in hardware implementation. To reduce calculation time and hardware complexity, only part of these pulses is processed at the expense of reduction in performance. The proposed technique using Bartlett method (MTD-B) achieves the reduction of hardware complexity and time calculations with keeping a good performance as if we process the total pulses in the received observation.
The work described in this paper was entirely simulation-based using Matlab 6.5 package. The composite radar video signal has been simulated using the method proposed in [7] . The performance of the two systems, the traditional MTD (FFTbased) and the proposed MTD-B (Bartlett-based), has been compared from the viewpoint of probability of detection, probability of false alarm, and the improvement factor (IF). Typical HPRF radar was chosen for the simulation study [6] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows; section 2 describes the MTD operation and explains briefly the idea of operation of each block in the system including the use of FFT or the proposed Bartlett method. Section 3 discusses the performance measures used in simulation. Section 4 presents the method used to simulate composite radar video signal. Section 5 shows the results of simulation and discussions. Finally section 6 contains the conclusion and suggested future work.
MTD Operation
The coverage area in a modern radar system can be depicted as shown in Fig. 1 [1] . The radar space is divided into a number of range-azimuth (RA) cells. The entire range is divided into 'P' range cells and the azimuth into 'M' cells. Since the antenna has to spend a certain time in each of these 'M' azimuth rays, a fixed number of pulses is always returned from each of these 'P' rang cells. This batch of pulses from each RA cell is called the coherent processing interval (CPI), which is processed by the MTD. For the typical HPRF radar considered, the number of returned pulses in each range azimuth cell is 133 pulses [6] . These returned pulses must be fastly processed, to decide whether the returned signal is due to presence of target or clutter and noise alone. Usually, targets are distinguished from clutter by their relative Doppler shifts in the returned signal. This is achieved by implementing either pulse Doppler processing, moving target indicator (MTI), or MTD. In this work, we are interested in MTD whose block diagram, FFT-based and the proposed Bartlettbased, is shown in Fig. 2 .
The received radar signal, after converting into intermediate frequency (IF) , is passed through a band pass filter (BPF) having the center frequency of the filter as IF and bandwidth equal to the inverse of the pulse width [8] . The signal from the BPF is then fed to a synchronous detector to drive the in-phase and quadrature phase signals (I, and Q respectively). The input to the MTD processor is the discrete I and Q samples. Each block in the MTD structure of Fig. 2 is briefly explained in the following sections.
The three pulse canceller
The delay line canceller acts as a filter, which rejects the returned signal from stationary clutter. Consequently, the DC components of clutter spectrum are removed. The structure of the double delay line canceller is shown in Fig. 3 . A double delay line canceller arranged in a proper configuration acts as a three-pulse canceller whose output, y" , is related to the input, .x" , by the difference equation given by:
Where x" represents the nth complex input sample combining both I and Q outputs of the synchronous detector. As the first two output pulses from the three-pulse canceller are meaningless, only the last (CPI-2) of the CPI pulses are passed into the subsequent blocks.
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The zero velocity filter (ZVF)
The function of the zero velocity filter is the detection of any target, at low velocities or moves at a tangential trajectory to the antenna pattern, whose returns exceeds the level of clutter in that particular cell. The algorithm used is such that it accumulates the I and Q signals for the first CPI/2 input signals and takes the magnitude of the results. This process is repeated for the second CPI/2 signals. The two magnitudes are then added to form a number indicating the strength of the zero velocity component of the signal. The zero velocity strength of a particular cell can be obtained by [1] .
Doppler Filters Bank

Using FFT (MTD-l)
The heart of the MTD signal processor is a bank of Doppler filters designed for better clutter rejection and coherent integration of the pulses. For a CPI length of 130 out of 133, this Doppler filters bank is realized for MTD-I by FFT algorithm of length 128. The fast Fourier transform is built based on the discrete Fourier transform given by:
n=0
Where m, n = 0,1 2 ..... .,N-1. Such that y(n) is the input data sequence, N is the length of this sequence which equal to 128.
It has been established that the standard radix-2 FFT takes (N/2)log2(N) complex multiplications, and (N)log2(N) complex additions [1] . For N=128, the total complex operation is 1344. For simplicity, of calculation and hardware implementation, a CPI length of 34 is chosen, and the length of the FFT algorithm is 32, leads to a number of 304 complex operations.
The 32 pulses output data from the three-pulse canceller is fed to the Doppler filters bank. The three-pulse canceller, followed by the Doppler filters bank, eliminates the zero velocity clutter (stationary clutter) and generates 32 overlapping filters covering the total Doppler interval (because of using complex signal instead of real signal). The detection here takes place based on frequency domain. The peak of the Doppler filters bank output is detected after proper thresholding declaring the presence of target. The location of this peak declares the corresponding Doppler frequency.
Using Bartlett Method (MTD-B)
In the proposed technique using Bartlett method, the CPI length of 130 out of 133 is chosen. Consequently, the useful signal length after the three-pulse canceller is 128.
This data sequence is divided into four equal nonoverlapping segments. The segment length is 32 samples. For each segment, the FFT is computed. The magnitude of the Bartlett spectral components is obtained by averaging the FFT, previously computed, over the four segments. Computation of this method is described by the following equations: K is the number of data segments, and equal to 4. L is the segment length, and equal to 32.
Using this method, we need only to implement the FFT hardware of length 32 one time while utilizing the total 128 data points. This leads to a reduction in hardware complexity compared to the direct computation of the FFT of length 128, which is the first goal of this method.
Because of the averaging procedure on the computed FFT of all segments, a reduction of the spectral variation is obtained, which is the second goal.
Noise is a random process, unlike target signal, and the addition performed in equation 4 takes place for complex values, not magnitude. So, a reduction of the sidelobes level due to noise is obtained compared to the target signal, which is the third goal of this technique. A further reduction in hardware complexity is obtained by removing the additional weighting applied after the Doppler filters bank in the traditional MTD-I (FFT-based) if we apply the MTD-B (Bartlett-based).
Simulation of the performance of the proposed MTD-B (Bartlett-based) compared to the traditional MTD-I (FFT-based) is introduced in section 4 with more discussion to verify the superiority of the proposed technique.
Weighting
Following the FFT filter bank, weighting is applied to the signal in the frequency domain to reduce the effect of leakage present at the output of the FFT. The weighting algorithm, which uses a Hamming weighting function, can be represented as follows [1, 6] :
Where, yr . represents the mth filter output. This algorithm is equivalent to Hamming weighting function applied at the input of the FFT [1,6]
Clutter map
The function of this block is to establish a threshold for the ZVF output. The signal generated from this clutter map will be used to detect the targets on crossing trajectories with zero Doppler shifts. This function is achieved as discussed below.
In each range cell of the ground clutter map, the average value of the output of the ZVF for the past scans is stored. The map is updated in a recursive manner as follows [1, 6] :
Where M,, is the new update of the cell stored in the map, M._, is the previous value stored in that cell, and Z n , is the present output of the ZVF. For the MTD considered, the value of a chosen is 1/8 [1,6].
Thresholding
Separate thresholds are established to each filter output. The threshold for the ZVF is established by the output of the clutter map multiplied by a constant [1] . Since weather clutter is somewhat time varying and spread in rang over several cells, thresholding of any nonzero velocity filter is done depending on the average returns of that filter leading to a form of constant false alarm rate (CFAR). The structure of a cell average (CA) CFAR is shown in Fig.4 . The window length chosen for CFAR is 16 range cells [1, 6] .
This means that the filter output of the previous 8-cells, and 8-cells after the cell of interest, are averaged according to the following equation:
Here, T " represents the threshold value of the cell of interest, tc , and yk values are the past 8-cells and the 8-cells after the cell of interest. The more remarkable property of a CFAR is the possibility to set the detection threshold to guarantee a pre-assigned false alarm probability, Pfa, independent of the disturbing reasons [9] . The Doppler returns which cross the threshold will be reported as target present;
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otherwise it is taken as target absent. If the Doppler returns cross the threshold when there is no target, it is called false alarm. Different CFAR schemes like greatest-of (GO) CFAR, smallest-of (SO) CFAR, or order statistic (OS) CFAR may be used instead of the cell average (CA) one shown in Fig.4 . This depends on the design requirements.
Performance Measures
The performance of the two systems, the traditional MTD-I and the proposed MTD-F has been compared from the viewpoint of probability of detection, probability of false alarm, and the improvement factor (IF). The improvement factor is defined, for mrD, as the ratio of the SCNR at the filters bank output to the SCNR at the filters hank input, averaged uniformly across all the target Doppler frequencies. The aloorithm used is given by [6] :
is the signal-to-clutter+noise-rrio at the output o' filter number r.
SCNR,(n) is the signal-to-clutter-noise-ratio at tha input of the mTr for a normaliz•d
target Doppler shift of n/32, and N is the total number of the output taps of ne Doppler filters bank.
Computer Simulations
simulation of composite radar video signal
For the purpose of simulr.ting MTr -I and the proposed M -D-B schemes, acomposite sing the simulation mate! outlined in [T The radar radar video signal is generated emulating a composite r4dar envitonmen with ground signal developed is cat -able of and weather clutter along wit' the receiver thermal nose and target retirns. Various parameters of the cutter, ..mely, spectral width, Otter to noise rero (CNR) and losen independently. Doppler frequency can be According to Barlow [1' the power spectra due a various sources of radar clutter Gaussian spectra at thr Doppler rrequemy f a and is given may be approximated / by:
Where crf 2 i. e spectral width.
32
SCNR o (n) (9)
A typical HPRF radar with PRF = 4000 Hz, and antenna scanning rate of 60 deg./sec with beam width of 2 deg. is used in simulation. These values resulted in a number of 133 hits in every illumination time. The CPI length used for the MTD-I is chosen to be 34 out of 133 [6] . For the purpose of performance evaluation, the performance of the MTD-I is alsd simulated for a CPI length of 130. The CPI length for the proposed MTD-B is chosen to be 130 out of 133.
The ground clutter simulated is Log-Normal distribution with zero mean Doppler and spectral width of 50 Hz. The weather clutter simulated is Rayleigh distribution with mean Doppler frequency of 500 Hz, and 250 Hz spectral width. The thermal noise simulated is additive white Gaussian with zero mean and variance 62 .
Detection Performance
The setup procedure for measuring the detection performance is valid for both MTD-I and the proposed MTD-B schemes. Target signal is added to the clutter with a desired Signal-to-Clutter+Noise-Ratio (SCNR). The total normalized Doppler frequency is divided into 32 intervals. The number of range cells examined for each filter is chosen to be 32. Also the target is introduced with a known Doppler frequency in one of the range cells with a uniform probability of 1/32.
As a first step in simulation, the probability of false alarm, Pia, after the CFAR block is computed for different threshold gains at various Clutter-to-Noise-Ratios (CNR). The results obtained are shown in' ,Figs. 5a and b for threshold gains of 2 and 3 respectively corresponding to MTD-I and th'e proposed MTD-B. It is obvious that both schemes give the same Pfa at light cluttdr (CNRs < 0 dB). For heavy clutter (CNRs > 0 dB), the proposed MTD-B outperforms that of the traditional MTD-I because of the low spectral variation and side lobe levels obtained. The reason that the Pfa in both schemes goes high as the CNR increases, more than o dB, is the application of CA-CFAR scheme which acts bad in the situation when the disturbing noise is nonhomogeneous (not Gaussian). We can overcome this problem by applying a greatest of (GO) CFAR scheme [11] . In our simulation, the lowest Pi a, which can be achieved, is 10 -3 (32 filter tabs x 32 range cells). 
Improvement Factor
The improvement fator setup is also valid for both MTD-I and the proposed MTD-B. Initially clutter alone is fed to the MTD input and the output is collected for power computation just before the CFAR block. Later, target alone is introduced and a similgir process is called out. Target frequencies are selected such that it appears at the filter taps with a tniform probability of 1/32. 
CONCLUSIONS
A novel scheme 'sing Bartlett spectral estimation method is proposed for realizing moving target detection (MTD). The proposed technique, MTD-B (Bartlett-based), shows a superior performance over the traditional MTD-I (FFT-based) from the viewpoint of detection probability, false alarm rate, and the improvement factor in the presence of ground and weather clutter. This is achieved because the sidelobes obtained are very small in level and variance compared to the traditional one.
Computer simulations were provided to support the superiority of the proposed technique. Invesigation and further analysis for the following points may be taken into consideratioi: -Choosing the number of data segments, K, or overlapping them. 
